Another Iteration of The Big Lie

By Anna Von Reitz
As I always say, if they could lie about dropping "Atom Bombs" on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, they can
lie about anything. And do.
That's what the Children of Satan do. A lie is a prayer to their Father. So they really get into their
profane religion; day after day, they placate the Spirit of Falsehood in every way possible.
So you must learn to discern what they are doing and use your God-given horse sense to figure things
out. I call this using your "Shinola Sensor".
So use it. Look. Think. Learn.
Often, their most successful scams revolve around something new --- something you never heard about
--- like the Atom Bomb. The newness allows them to make up whatever drivel they want to make up,
and because it's "new", you accept that whatever they tell you about it is true.
You have no knowledge of it, because it's new.
You have no opinion of it, because it's new.
And if it has something to do with science and it's new, you probably don't feel competent to form an
opinion about it, and rely on "the experts" ---- and how much does it cost them to buy experts?
So now that you are thinking about it and screwing up your courage to look behind the curtain at the
ugly old man pulling the strings, see this:

5G WHISTLEBLOWER: CORONAVIRUS TEST SPREADING VIRUS
https://www.bitchute.com/video/efZ3IftWADUV/
Dana Ashlie: You Cannot Catch The Coronavirus Unless You Take The COVID-19
Test Or The COVID-19 Vaccine
DR THOMAS COWAN SYSTEMATICALLY DECIMATES THE COVID-19 LIE!
Dr Thomas Cowan MD Coronavirus and 5G

https://www.faim.org/dr-thomas-cowan
https://www.lukestorey.com/lifestylistpodcast/solving-the-wuhan-5g-covid-19-mysteryw/-dr-thomas-cowan-273
The Invisible Rainbow Aurthur Firstenberg
https://www.5gexposed.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/English-Summary-of-TheInvisible-Rainbow-A-History-of-Electricity-and-Life-3.pdf
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